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HISTORY OF ZOOMBINI ISLE & THE ZERBLES

In a time and place not too far from here, you can find a beautiful land where the Zoombinis live.
While the Zoombinis look different from each other, they all live together in harmony. 

One day, a seagull lands in the center of Zoombiniville to tell the story of what has happened on
Zoombini Isle. Long ago, the horrible Bloats captured the island and forced the Zoombinis to leave
their homeland. Now the Bloats have abandoned the island after exhausting its natural resources
and leaving it a wasteland. This is sad news not only for the Zoombinis, but also for the Zerbles,
the small creatures that inhabit Zoombini Isle. Surely they are affected by the Bloats devastating
the land!

To investigate the situation on Zoombini Isle, a group of brave Zoombinis form a scouting party.
What they find is alarming: the population of Zerbles is almost extinct. The Zoombinis discover
that the Zerbles are starving because they aren’t getting enough snozzleberries to eat. There is a
shortage of snozzleberries because the snozzleberry plants have not been pollinated, due to the fact
that the Bloats exterminated all the moths that pollinate the plants. The entire island is suffering!

The Zoombinis decide to save the Zerbles by restoring a healthy habitat on Zoombini Isle. The
scouting party sends word back to Zoombiniville, asking everyone to bring the caterpillars that will
become moths to start the restoration on the island. Many Zoombinis volunteer to help, and you
are going to lead them on this journey!

Recruit the Zoombini volunteers to travel by ship to Zoombini Isle bearing caterpillars. Use an
enormous CATAPULT to launch the Zoombinis over the cliffs onto Zoombini Isle, so you can begin 
to bring life back to the island. Once you’re on the island, decipher the codes at the WALL to lead
the Zoombinis to the tum-tum tree whose leaves feed the caterpillars allowing them to become
chrysalises. Take the chrysalises to the PLANETARIUM and activate the special lighting effects to
turn these pupae into moths. Lead the moths to the GREENHOUSE to pollinate the snozzleberry
seedlings, and when the snozzleberry plants start sprouting, plant them with care in the GARDEN
to grow and bear snozzleberries. Harvest the berries to feed to the Zerbles in the CORRAL. After
you’ve nursed the Zerbles back to health, you can lead the Zerbles to the BARN to create new Zerble
families that can flourish in the different biomes on the island. With all this accomplished, you
have restored Zoombini Isle’s cycle of life! 

Now, let us join the Zoombinis in the quest to bring life back to Zoombini Isle…
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R e s cue Mission
Gil Gripper™ comes to the rescue of people stranded by 
the floods caused by the volcanic eruption. Help pilot 
Gil Gripper’s jet-ski through the many hazards in the way.
Press the ■ button to go faster, or Directional Pad � to
travel in reverse. You can use o b s ta cles as ramps to jump
o ver them, or press the ✖ button to dunk underwater for 

a moment to avoid hazards like low-lying pipes. Pre s s the  button  to launch 
the Bolo Buoys to unblock your path through the wrec k a g e .

R e porting Ta s k
Gil Gripper has the job of reporting workers who are trapped in the industrial
area. Use the jet-ski to navigate over floodwaters and report on their locations.

Bonus Reporting Ta s k
Find the missing monkeys! Report on the location of one of the monkeys that has
escaped from the Zoo. This information is saved for the Billy Blazes™ mission.

S pe cial Rescue Mission
A baby whale is trapped in the town’s waterways! Find the whale and lead the
way to safety. Press the  button to 
launch the Bolo Buoys to clear an 
escape route and the baby whale 
will follow Gil Gripper out of danger.

Good work! Your mission is 
complete and Gil Gripper 
automatically returns to the base.
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R e s cue Mission
Jake Justice™ rides his motorcycle down the streets of 
Misty Peaks. Give him a boost of speed by pressing the 
■ button. You receive the mission: “Save the workers 
who are trapped in the industrial section of town!” 
The motorcycle is great for jumping over obstacles 

and riding the narrow paths – find and rescue all the stranded workers. 

R e porting Ta s k
Help Jake Justice guide his motorcycle through the streets to find and report 
on people who are waving from the windows of the high-rise buildings. The
buildings are on fire and they need help!

Bonus Reporting Ta s k
Those pesky monkeys are out there somewhere! Find one of the monkeys that
has escaped from the Zoo. Report its location for the mission with Billy Blazes.

S pe cial Rescue Mission
There are tourists trapped on the volcano in Wildlife Park! Activate the 
motorcycle’s special super-grip track by pressing 
the ✖ button. Now Jake Justice’s bike 
can climb the steep and slippery 
slopes, rescue the tourists, and 
help save the day!

Excellent job! Jake Justice will now 
automatically return to the base.
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 Button: Launch the Bolo Buoys
✖ Button: Submerge / dunk
■ Button: Accelerate / go faster

✖ Button: Activate extra-grip tracks 
■ Button: Speed up

THE RESCUE MISSIONS

TURTLE HURDLE
A family of turtles can help them cross the stream. If the Zoombinis are in
order, it works like a dream.

The brave Zoombinis have embarked on their adventure and find themselves at the edge of a river. There
are many baby turtles in the water. The turtles are kind, and don’t mind helping the Zoombinis get across
the water, but they will only transport the Zoombinis in a particular order. 

HOW TO PLAY
Help the Zoombinis cross the river by placing them in a precise order on the backs of the baby turtles. Click
on a Zoombini and place it on the back of one of the turtles. If you correctly place the Zoombini, it will stay
on the turtle. If it’s on the wrong turtle, the Zoombini will be flipped into the water and will pop up again
in its correct place. For each incorrect placement, a support beam on the boat dock will collapse. 

Read the engraved signs on a nearby tree trunk to assist your strategy. You only have so many chances 
to put the Zoombinis in their places before the creaky dock collapses, leaving the remaining Zoombinis
stranded and unable to cross the river. 

When you have correctly placed all 16 of the Zoombinis on the baby turtles, the Mother Turtle will retract
her head and allow you to journey forward. Click the Go button to continue.

Levels
At the NOT SO EASY level, you will be able to make three incorrect placements before the boat dock
collapses, leaving the remaining Zoombinis behind.

When you play at the OH SO HARD level, there are fewer clues provided on the tree trunk, so you are
allowed four incorrect placements at this level. You are allowed six chances at the VERY HARD level before 
the boat dock collapses. 
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THETHE POWERPUFF GIRLSPOWERPUFF GIRLS ™™

MOJO JOJO’S CLONE ZONEMOJO JOJO’S CLONE ZONE
The Powerpuff Girls are dedicated to using their superpowers to
halt the plots of super-villains like Mojo Jojo. In his latest scheme,
Mojo Jojo has created robot clones of himself that contain
knowledge from his own brain. He plans to use the clones to
destroy Townsville and take over the world!

Mojo Jojo sends his clones to destroy Townsville in three ways:

By air! The robotic clones of Mojo Jojo hop around the skyscraper
rooftops, destroying Townsville’s communication antennas and
satellite dishes. 

In the streets! The clones have teamed up with the 
Gangreen Gang to stop all traffic by taking trash from 
the dump and throwing it onto roads and freeways.

Underground! The Mojo Jojo clones go underground 
in the sewer system to disrupt plumbing and water 

service. Townsville could have no running water 
and—eeeuuuuuuw!—the toilets will back up! 

Help The Powerpuff Girls take action to wipe out the 
robot clones. The girls will tackle the first three clone-invasion 

emergencies individually, then they will work together to reach 
Mojo Jojo’s lair.

Secret codes! The notorious Mojo Jojo hides in his volcano-top 
lair. He thinks he’s protected by his air force of 

clones and his psychic force fields, but The 
Powerpuff Girls can fly 
into his hideout. If you 
have collected enough 

of the clones’ memory 
chips, you have the secret 

information to break through 
Mojo Jojo’s defenses and put 

an end to his terrible schemes. 

Help The Powerpuff Girls collect 
all the memory chips from the clones and save Townsville from 
Mojo Jojo’s wicked plans!
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